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Title word cross-reference

+ [Nyb07]. 10th [Ano00i]. 2 [Reb17]. 8 [SGW90a], = [Nyb07]. sm [Sil98]. st [Ano99a]. th [Ano02d]. µ [PV98].

1- [Gor83]. -bit [SGW90a]. -or- [Woo99].

.NET [Bro09, CSH03, HCW04].
/design [San12]. /Java [Och09d, Och09e, Och09b]. /multi [Taf13b]. /multi-threaded [Taf13b].

05 [RC10a].


2 [Car06b, dev17b]. 2.0 [Wis99]. 2000 [Ano00k, Ano00v]. 2001 [Ano00j, Ano01b, Ano02b]. 2002 [Ano02a, Ano02c, Ano02e]. 2005 [Bar07b, BW07b, BW07a, Car06a, Car06b, CH06, CR07, CR05, Dew06, Duf08b, Duf08c, Duf08a, Ler03, McC06a, MPV10, MWM10, MS04, MSK05, MC09b, Moo10, Och09a, PdilPH+07, RM07, RT09, Ta06, UPZ07, WB07a, WB07b, WMAB10, WB10a, Whi10, ZBW07]. 2006 [Ano06f]. 2012 [BT14, EGC13, HG14, LWB13, Rui13, SC13, Sch10b, SP12, Tro12, WGC17]. 2014 [CAC+13, EH13, HG14]. 2020 [Bur13b]. 2167 [Buc87, FG86, GG87, Ros86a]. 2167A [Ros86b]. 248C/ED [Che09]. 278A/ED109A [Che09].

3Cs [LWF91].

4th [Rog09c].}

- [Gor83]. -bit [SGW90a]. -or- [Woo99].

.NET [Bro09, CSH03, HCW04].
/design [San12]. /Java [Och09d, Och09e, Och09b]. /multi [Taf13b]. /multi-threaded [Taf13b].

05 [RC10a].


2 [Car06b, dev17b]. 2.0 [Wis99]. 2000 [Ano00k, Ano00v]. 2001 [Ano00j, Ano01b, Ano02b]. 2002 [Ano02a, Ano02c, Ano02e]. 2005 [Bar07b, BW07b, BW07a, Car06a, Car06b, CH06, CR07, CR05, Dew06, Duf08b, Duf08c, Duf08a, Ler03, McC06a, MPV10, MWM10, MS04, MSK05, MC09b, Moo10, Och09a, PdilPH+07, RM07, RT09, Ta06, UPZ07, WB07a, WB07b, WMAB10, WB10a, Whi10, ZBW07]. 2006 [Ano06f]. 2012 [BT14, EGC13, HG14, LWB13, Rui13, SC13, Sch10b, SP12, Tro12, WGC17]. 2014 [CAC+13, EH13, HG14]. 2020 [Bur13b]. 2167 [Buc87, FG86, GG87, Ros86a]. 2167A [Ros86b]. 248C/ED [Che09]. 278A/ED109A [Che09].

3Cs [LWF91].

4th [Rog09c].
SLNM05, SP07. Abnormal [Pap89]. aboard [Ros96]. Abort [BQ90, GL89]. Abstract [BYY86, Car91, CdIN6, GES89, Leb82, SHR82, Wei90b, Joh93, Sei99]. Abstraction [Bar00, Coh85, CG87a, HCBM98b, LKH16, Yeh82, CG87b]. Abstractions [Ano00w, BWK+01]. academic [Car01]. Academy [Gri98, SCFG04]. ACATS [EK11, EK12, Smi04]. accelerator [MMP13a]. Acceptance [Rog85]. Access [Bel82, Gre90, Gan04]. Access-Before-Elaboration [Bel82]. Accessibility [Bar95, Duf09d, FM09a, FM09b]. Accessing [BW02]. Account [Bak93a]. accurate [Tan91b]. ACEC [Boe90, Con97d, Gro07, Lei02, MR10]. Ada [Ano02b, Ano06d, Ano06b, Ano06a, Ano06e, Ano10b, AV93, AD82, AP84, Ard87, AA88, AA89, AC85, AB87, ACWB89, AG88, AdB90, AW01, Bac82, Bag98, Bak86, Bak87a, Bak87b, Bak88, Bak90a, Bak90c, Bak90b, Bak91b, Bak91c, Bak93b, BOM97, Bal95a, Bal94, Bal95b, Bal97, BTVC99, BST90, BMNS85, Bar85b, BM85, BT88a, BT88b, BCS89, BHD98, Bar01, Bar09a, Bar88, Bar93, Bar95, Bar07a, Bar07b, BT14, Bar14, BP13, BMW94, BGG+84, BFG85, BD91, Bec83, Bel92, Be97, Be84, Bel80, Bel82, BCHR12, BBH80, BA82, BA90a, Ben84, BKW82, Ber83, Ber84, BB85, Ber15, Ber05, BD09, BDD+82, Bis80, Bis86, Bis91, BCF94, Boe90, Bon84, Boo11, BKWS88, BG90, Bos13, BCD83, BC95, Bot99a, Bot99b, Bot00a, Bot00b, Boy87, Boy89, BdlPZ10]. Ada [BDF+85, Bra85, Bra94, Bra98, Bra99, Bra83a, Bra83b, Bri92a, Bri94, Bri12b, Bri12c, Bri12d, Bri12e, Bri08, Bro82, Bro83, Bro88, Bro96, Bro97, Bro98a, Bro98b, BD01, BA07, BHL+93, Bro04, BDT99, Bru17, BM97, Bru82, Bry90a, Bry90b, Bry88, Buc87, BF99, BK85, Buh85, BKW85, BKC91, BW90a, BW90b, Bun85, BN87, BL86, Bur85b, Bur87b, BW87, BW89, BWD90, Bur90, BW90c, BW90d, BE91, BD92, BW92, BW93b, BW94, BW99, BWWK+01, BR01, BB02, BW03, BD04, BW07b, BW07a, BTB+10, BW13a, Bur13b, BW13c, BW16b, BDS81, Bux85a, BH90, Cam92, CVW03, Car00, Car01, CS02, CSH03, Car06a, Car06b, CH06, CB07, Car11, CA89, Car88a, Car88b, Car89a, Car89b, Car90, Car92, Car94, CS04, Car96, CN96, CS91, Cel97, Cha82, CH97]. Ada [CLY98, CBW94, CF82, Cha09, CG82, CHHB90a, CHHB90b, CAU88, CU89, Che92,
PMMT15, Pio86, Ps06, Plo92, Plo98, Plo01, PDS2, Pto04, PVV85, PR90, Pow97, PDN97.

Ada [Pri96, Pri01, Pri82, Puk93, Puk94, PdlPH+07, Pri95, PG91, Pyi84, Qui90c, Qui90d, Rä94, RC10a, RW99, RLC01, RM07, RC10b, Reb17, Ree85, Ree86, Reb87, Rei87, RDS98, RLPD98, R981, R985, Rie94, Rie98, RH01, RH02, RH03, RTH15, RM88, Roa88, Roa95, Rog85, Rog88, Rog97, Rog09a, Rom01, Rom86, Rom88, Rom05, Ros87b, Ros87c, Ros85, Ros95, Ros96, Ros90, RT09, Ros91a, Ros11b, RMT11, RLHS80, Ros87d, RR90, Ros86a, Ros86c, RTM82, Rou85, Rud83, Rui13, Ryb94, Ry94, Sac89, SG92, SRC13a, SRC13b, SC13, SRC15, SWR82, San03a, San89, San03b, SW87, Sch87a, SSJ85, Sch09, Sch10a, SF82, SS85, Sch10b, SP12, SC87, Seb87, SS91, Sei91, Sei92, SC92, SB99, SHLR80, SB80, SHR82, SAH01, Sho87, Shu87, SN88a, Sil89, Sim82, Sin07.

Ada [Sma09, Sni84, SCD+85, Sny91, Spi00, Spu86, Squ91c, Sri06a, Sri06b, Sri06d, Sri06c, SSFO86, Sta83, SGJP89, SM92, Ste80, SC01, SYW85, SS97, Sum87, SN88b, SC04a, SCFG04, SC04b, Swa07a, Swa07b, Swa09a, Swa10, Syi95, TTRH85, Ta82, Ta01a, Ta01c, Ta06, Taf13a, TPM14, TPM16, Tai86, Tan91a, Tan91b, TP09, Ter87, TR87, TCRM11, Tha82, The90, Tic82, TG09, TGH10, TCH13, Tin90, Tis83, Ton96, Tve88, TNG05, Tok15, Ton97, Ton99, Ton91, Tro06, Tro12, Trü95, Tuc97, UKDH97, UPRZ07, Van86, Var01b, VW13, VR16, Vz91, Van98, VE92, Ves89, VG9+97, Vla93, Vla94, Vok92, VMNM85, Vol87, Vol90, Wai89, WBS97, WBB99, Wal85b, Wal87, Wal91, WFF+87, Wan90, Wan99, WGC73, WA5, WAT07, W87, Was83, Wea10, Web93, Weg82, Wei89, Wei85, WKT84.

Ada [Wml91, WPB97, WJS+02, Wel03, WT03, WB07a, WB07b, WMAB10, WB10a, WBCS13, WC16, WGA90b, Wes97a, Wes97b, WQS83, Whe84, Whe86, Whe87, Whe95, Whe97, Whi81, Whi97, WW01, Whi10, Whi82, Wie82, Wie86, Wie98, Wil87, Win84, Win90, Win91, Wol97, Wol99, Wol10, W01, Wol84, Wor90, WL98, Wor99, WM10, Woz98a, Woz98b, WT88, WT89, Wz99, Woz97, W98, Wz98, Wz98, Wz98, Wz98, XZ02, XRL+88, Yav85, Yem82, YG80, Yu98, bY93, bY94, ZEdIP13, ZW83, ZBW07, de 87, d97a, d97b, d99, vdL84, vdL85, vHLKBO85, Rog11d. Ada-05 [RC10a].


Ada2005 [FM09b]. Ada83 [Bak91a, Bak93c, Van94]. Ada95 [Gar09, OB97, Bre97, Due97, Fa01, FM09a, Gan01, Hea04, Hea08b, KF97, KK03, Lev98a, Lew02, MCS97, Mun96, NDP97, NDM98, NDP99, Nyo05, PC05, Rym98, Wsn99, Wts97, Wz97].


Fri87, ML86, MB91]. arch [Bar98].
archetypes [Pan12c, Pan12d, Pan12e, Pan12a, PV13].
Architectural [Sel99, Gan03].
Architecture [CBB87, FG82, ILMV83, Lah82, Sim82, Bar99f, BS13, Edg01,
GBC84, HEUV99, KS01, LRS09, Mor95a, PV98, SAH01, Spi00, Swa07a, Swa07b,
Swa09b, SB11, SB12, Wha13].
arbitrary [Edg01].
architectural-based [Edg01].
Arcturus [Sta83].
Areas [BW90c, BW90a].
ARG [Bar98], arguing [Syi95].
Aria [GSTV97].
Aria-Java [GSTV97].
ARINC [GZdP15, Tok03].
ARINC-653 [GZdP15].
ARINC653 [DPP88]. arising [Rob92].
Arithmetic [Fis84b, Fro15, Lea87b].
Arlington [ACM82].
array [Rog09d].
ARTEWG [Ano87, KGW85, Ano92c, Ano92d, Ano94d, Kam95].
Artificial [Ano94b, Ano94e, Ano95b, Ano95c, Woll5, Joh94, Lav95].
ASEET [Mc88a, Mc88b, Mc88d].
ASIS [Col95a, CR97, RC01, Vla94, Ano90d, Ano99c, Ano99i, Ano00w, AN05, BRC98, CBB87,
Col99b, Coo97, Dru99, FR97, Hov00, LSP01, PR98, RT09, RSZ96, Vla93, Wis99].
ASIS-Based [PR98, Coo97].
ASISTing [FR97]. ASISWG [Vla94, Ano94a, Col95b, Rob97, Vla93].
ASISWG/ASISRG [Col95b, Rob97].
asked [Col95a, CR97, Mat93]. aspect [PC05].
AspectAda [PC05]. Aspects [LWF91].
Assessment [Ano93f, BD99, BN87, Kni90, OWSB98, Rei87, Ano89a, Bro99, Bro07].
assembled [Ton99].
Assignment [Rob92, Mor95a]. assist [Low99a].
Associated [BN87].
Assurance [Mo83, Fis12, GBC84, Jar07, Jen09, Lan10, McE03].
AST [LT99]. Asynchronism [BE91, Els90a].
Asynchronous [BHR02, BWD90, CHHB90a, CHHB90b, Els90c, Pow90, Qui90b, Qui90a, Qui90d,
TV88, de 88, AV93, HHBC90]. Atlanta [McC06a].
ATMAAda [ML86]. ATmega16 [RC10a].
Atom [Lev82a, Lev82b]. Atomic [BW89, PVF01, SRC13b]. Atool [FNS+85].
Attitudes [Gil99a, Gil99b, Rok95].
Attribute [SS89, BW03, Duf09c].
attribute-based [BW03]. attributes [SRC13b, SC13, Win91]. augmented
[Wei03]. AUTO [Zhu90].
Automated [FD16, Puk93, BCR12, BBS5, Lit97].
Automatic [Ala13, Car00, Car06a, KB87, L2L03, LKH16, ML91, PBB88, SN94,
RT16, W085, CS02, OS12, LRS09].
Automatically [Ny85a]. Automating [Rad94, San01b].
Automation [Bue86, Mye85, Bre97, Coo97]. available [Ker98].
Aviation [O’L07].
Avionics [SP88, S088, TK06, Bar08, BCF94, Bro11, CS91, LVM90, Rom05, BRF92].
Avoid [Mum88]. avoiding [JR10]. AWA [XRL88].
Awarded [McC06a]. Awards [Gri95, Har99b, Har00, Har01, McC06a].
awareness [SG06]. AWING [FC91]. AWS [Obr09].
back [Car11, Cha07a]. Bagatelles [Far82].
Bakar [BCHR12]. Ballistics [Rud83, Tem84]. bare [UPRZ07]. Barriers
[BW16a, Led95a]. Base [Dru99, MP91].
Based [Ano92b, AL00, D1N16, Che91b, CG88,
Crl91, DL88a, GCM90, Gra83, JF98b, Kru90, Leb82, LNR87, PR98, SP88, So88,
SWR82, SC87, TR16, Wal91, W187, Abh96, BW03, Bur13a, CM94, Coo97, Del88b,
Dob00, Edg01, Fei14, Gan03, Hir94a, Hir94b, KRM01, Kni99, L2L07, LY8+10, LW02,
MMSN09, Moy11c, Moy11d, PV98, PdlPH8, RTH15, SAH01, Sny91, Sp00,
WA07, Wha13, XZ02, Hea08a, JF98a, PB98].
bases [LSP01]. Basic [Br94, KS84, Reb87,
Hod91a, H091b, Och11]. Basis [MP84, Mor87, NDP97]. BATCES
[Hir94c, Shu93]. Be [Bar85b, Ker82, BH14, Bak93a, Bos12, CS87, Cro14, FBL+10, Lad89, Moo96, Mor95a, Taf06, WMAB10].


Bench [Wai98]. Benchmark [HF84, PC90, PG91, Wei89, Wei90a, CM90d]. Benchmarking [UKDH97]. Benchmarks [AW89, CM90f, Ves90a, AW88, SC06, Ves90b].

Bene®cial [Rac89, Rac88]. Bene®ts [GD00]. best [Bar07a, Bar07b]. Better [Bak87a, Har97, BH14, Wei03]. Between [AG88, Dew09d, KETT96, Lei02, Mar05, Pot04].

Beyond [Bue87, LSP01, RM07, WB07a, Kle06, Moo10, Mor95b]. Bibliography [Fir90]. binary [Sa08].

Binding [BM97, Bry88, Moo91, Wes97a, Wes97b]. Bindings [McC90a, McC90b, Puk88, AN05, Bar01, Cha09]. Biography [Spu86]. Birds [CWW80, Dew07a]. Birds-of-a-®ower [Dew07a].

Bit [MP89, SGW90a]. BlazeNet [Kam98]. Block [Win84]. Blocking [GS88]. Board [Ada88, Off88a, Off88b, Off88c, Tas88, AB98, EF01, ML95a, UP84, Off88c, Off88a, Boards [LL98]. Booeh [SJ91]. Boogie [Lei12b].

Book [Led92, Rog97, DeW86, Rog09e, Rog11d]. Booleans [Wie93]. Boston [ACM80, ACM87a]. both [Sma09].


builder [Boy86]. Building [Arn86, Do90, Goo13, MVG99, MS11, PVV85, Taf91a, TRT16, TP98, UZ07, Taf91b, Rog11d]. built [Jar07, Moo97]. built-in [Jar07, Moo97].

Burns [Rog97, Rog09e]. Byron [Gor83]. Byte [Bal97, And05].

C [AN05, CB07, Cha09, Con03b, Cro14, Dor99, Khr95, LT99, Mar05, MC09b, MC09a, NKN93, Qui12, Sy95, Toa96, Whe97]. C# [Bro09, KPP+06]. C-130J [Con03b]. C/C [Mar05]. CAD [BK79, BK85].

CAEDE [BK85, WHN89]. CAIS [CSA+87, How86, Obe85, Orb85, Ree88, Rob86, Wof85]. CAIS/CASWG/SEI [Rob86]. Call [Ano92b, Ano93h, Ano93l, Ano93m, Ano93o, Ano94c, Ano94h, Ano99f, Ano02e, WGA90b].


Capabilities [NPT97, Bri09b, Bri09c]. Capability [Boe90, Con90, Dob83, Goo80, Moo97, Whi10, Ano90a, Ano90b]. Capstone [BRW97]. Capture [Woo88a, Woo88b].

Case [BA82, CG82, KPP97, Shu87, Tra89, Var01c, CBW94, Cle86, DPB+97, Fav91, Fre86b, GBC+14, KPPER06, KB97a, LVM90, Sch91, Sum87, SCFG04, Var01a, VC01, Wad92, Wck90, KM98, Mat91, PS06].

Catalogue [AKM+91]. Catch [MRB06]. CAUWG [Ano92g, Ano92h]. cc [WMAB10]. cc-NUMA [WMAB10]. CDROM [Con97c]. Ceiling [Ano06c, CR07, GS88, LG88, MSM+03, RW99, RLC01, RCWB02].

Center [Ell83, SP88, So88]. certi®cation [BBPT12, San01b]. certi®ed [Bar09m].

CFP [Ano06c]. Chair [RH96, Bro99, Bro00a, Bro00b, Bro00c, Bro00d, Bro01, Col01, Col2, Har94a, Har94b, Mc06b].

Chairperson [Bri86, PR86, Pla86, Tex86, Bar5a, Fr86, Squ86]. Challenge [ACM87b, Ano87, Lit97]. change [SRC13a].

Changes [Bro82, BQ90, Har94a, ADP01, BB02, RCWB02, SC06, WV02]. changing [Dew09a, Dew09b]. channel [Mah12b, Ben94]. Chapter
Completion [Pap89, Och12a, Och12b].
Complex [BC16, CBB97, Hod91a, Hod91b, Sel99, Squ91a, Squ91b, WRL13].
Complexity [DCBM97].
Compliance [Ton97].
Compliant [GG87].
component [Dav04, LW07].
component-based [LW07].
Components [AdlPT97, BT88a, BT88b, Car90, Duu97, FA82, Gib00, Gon90, Lat91, Lev92b, Lev93b, Lev93c, Lev93e, Lev94b, Lev99a, Lev99b, Lev01b, Lev02a, Lev10, Lev15a, LM83a, LM83b, Rob92, Wai98, Yu97, Car92, Car04, Con97b, Fai94, Lev90, Lev92a, Lev93a, Lev93d, Lev94a, Lev94c, Lev95a, Lev95b, Lev95c, Lev96a, Lev96b, Lev97b, Lev97c, Lev98b, Lev98c, Lev99b, Lev02b, Lev04, Lev05d, Lev05b, Lev05c, Lev06, Lev08, Lev09b, Lev11b, Lev11c, Lei13, Rie98, dB97b].
Composable [BT88a, BT88b].
Compositional [MWRH13].
Comprehensive [Elr88].
Computation [TMPM16].
Computational [Bar09a].
Computer [Ano99f, Bra82, DoD87a, MH98, OW82, Puk88, Whe86, Whe87, Bee99, CC98, DRI98, FME01, Toa96, LC86].
Computers [Bun85, BRF92, BCF94].
Computing [Cor83, PZ97b].
Concept [Bac82, LB80].
Concepts [EHP80, Sho87, Bag98, BS13, Gic91, Swa09b, SB11, SB12].
Conceptual [MK87, Mac84].
Conceptualization [DZM87].
concerns [FG86].
concert [Bei97].
Conclusions [MR10, dIPU07].
Concurrency [Bro98b, Lea87a, NDM98, RK01, Bar09i, BW10a, Kie01, Mic13, dIPM13, Rog97].
Concurrent [BKS87, Car90, Car01, CAU88, Che97, Cla87a, Coh82, Har87, KF98, LNK97, MNG16, NMT92, San97, Tai86, TT02, Wel97a, Bar09a, BW99, BWK+01, EKPRP04, GSX99, HM03, Pet10].
concurrently [CXY01].
conditional [LS98].
Conference [ACM82, ACM97, Ano99a, Ano06c, Ano06f, STF98, ACM87a, Ano92b].
confessions [Car01].
confidence [Goo13].
Configuration [MKP91a, Ter87, Kan12a, MKP91b].
configuring [Bis88].
Conflict [Lev01a].
Conformance [BdlP15].
Conformity [BDT99, BW15, Bra99, Ton99].
conquer [Taf12].
consideration [dIPP02].
Considerations [Bra83a, Won90].
Considered [Gon91b, Gon91a, Lad89, Du09a, Du09b, Moo96, Mor95a].
Consistency [KB83].
s consortium [DV01].
constrained [LCB09].
Constraint [Bro83].
Constraints [MMPT16, TCRW88, Bei92].
Construction [Con97a, Bar09b, Cha07a, Cha07b].
constructor [Du08a].
constructors [MC09b, MC09a].
Constructs [OB97].
Contacts [Ano99g, Ano00f, Ano00g, Ano00p, Ano00q, Ano06g].
Container [MF04, DB09].
containers [Hea08a].
Contemporary [Boy89].
context [SC06].
continuous [ALB14, KS01].
Contract [CdN16, BHR+11, BCHR12].
Contract-Based [CdN16].
contractor [Sia09].
contracts [Hir92, Log13a, Log13b, Ree85, Ree86].
Control [BW16a, DCBM97, DDJ98, FMS98, Fri98a, Gre16, Lev88, MKP91a, Mor87, Qui90a, Sac89, Sch87a, SSJ85, Tv88, Wil87, WV98, de 88, AV93, BHR02, BR94, BF90, BWD90, CVW03, Ehr89, Fa01, Fri98b, Gar90, GS10, Gre13, Lev98a, Lev05a, Lev09a, LSR+88, MKP91b, ML95a, OWSB08, Qui90b, Spi00, TT02, VE92, WP13].
Controlled [Cel97, Kir12].
controller [Bre97, OS12].
controllers [GDAG97, HMRF97].
Controlling [Lev89, Ros87b, Ros87c].
Controls [Elr88].
convention [Ros95].
conventional [Con03a, Joh93].
Conventions [Van86].
convergence [BD01, KSD12].
Conversion [Mar86, SSJ85, Fro87, Wal85b].
Converting [Col99a, Wei90b, Moo93].
Cooperative

[Tai86, Ano88a]. **Description** [Bon84, HL85a, HL85b, MMSN09, Car88a]. **Descriptions** [MP84]. **Descriptive** [LWF91]. **Descriptors** [Bis80]. **Design** [Als83, BKS87, BHD98, Bei84, BYY86, BRW97, Boo82, Boy87, Buc87, BKA85, BKV85, CM98, CS94, CG82, Fal82, GG16, GES89, Gor83, GR80, Har85, Har82, FK98, Ker92b, Ker93a, Ker93b, Kie89, Lat91, Lev82b, Lin82, Lin83, MK83, MGF16, MNG16, Mur87, Pri82, Rud83, SPS88, So888, SWR82, San97, Shn91, Tem84, WBS97, Wal91, WL98, Zhu90, Bag98, Bal95b, BT14, BKV+94, BWK+01, Car94, CM90d, Cro95, DB09, Fir91a, GSP+11, Hos88, IMM85, Ker88a, Ker89a, Ker90a, Ker94a, Ker94b, Ker95, Ker96a, Ker96b, Ker97, Ker98, KB97a, KB97b, Kle89, LVM90, MNN09, MP98, Pio86, PL07, Pul95, RDS98, Ros86a, Sch91, Shn93, Sol91b, SU91, Var03, dIPZR+01, Ad93, Ker90b, Ker92a, MNG16]. **design/**development [Pul95]. **Designed** [Rom00]. **Designing** [Che91b, Cla87a, Pet10, Ros11a, Wa92, MF04]. **Designs** [BKC91, KB87, LKH16]. **Desk** [Sri06f]. **Destructive** [DM91]. **detailed** [Mah13, VBF90]. **Detecting** [CX01]. **Detection** [Che91a, HL85a, HL85b]. **detector** [RA91]. **determination** [ML91]. **Determined** [Bar85b]. **Deterministic** [LMP90, GB94, RC04]. **Develop** [Yu97, BC95, ML95b, Trü95]. **Developer** [Ker93a, Wie86, Wei87, Du03]. **Developers** [Har82, Ker90b, Ker92b, Ker93b, Lei89a, Ker86, Ker88a, Ker88b, Ker89, Ker90a, Ker92a, Ker94a, Ker94b, Ker95, Ker96a]. **Developing** [BB85, Col87, Lei12a, Mea87, NS03, Rob92, Ros11b, SG06, dIP97b, BMW94, BWK+01, Ros04, Sch90]. **Development** [Ano92b, Ano93g, Bar85b, BGK+82, BCG+84, Bro03, Buc87, Bur85, Car89a, Fal91, GMO92, Gro07, Ker88b, Lad89, LNR87, OW82, PBB+88, Reh87, SS87, Ter87, Wal87, Wil87, de 87, Bar08, Ben94, Bjo13, BdIPZ10, Car99a, Car88a, Car88b, Che92, Dev01, DA13, Edg01, Fir91b, Gar90, GDHM02, Lap04, Low99a, Mat96, MP91, OS12, RDS98, Sny91, Spi00, SVK+14, Wha13]. **Developments** [Bis91]. **device** [Dor99, LHFD13, MWRH13, NAF05]. **Devon** [Bar87]. **devoted** [Bow92]. **DFP** [AB15]. **DHACM** [Tu97]. **Dhrystone** [Wei89]. **DIACM** [AG88]. **Diagnostic** [vdL84]. **diagnostics** [KPR93]. **Diagrams** [SJ91]. **dialect** [Men09]. **DIANA** [Ta82]. **Did** [Mor95a, Bri11d, Bri11e, Bri11f]. **Difference** [EHP80, Led92]. **differences** [NKN93]. **Different** [JA82]. **Difficulties** [McC87a, Rob92]. **digital** [PL07, HDHH98]. **Dimensional** [GP93, Rog88, Mac96]. **dimensionality** [SP12]. **Dining** [Age85]. **DIR** [BMW94]. **DIR/**SEE [BMW94]. **directions** [GST+97]. **Directive** [Do87a, Do87b]. **Discipline** [Dru82]. **disciplines** [Bar90a]. **discovery** [KB97a, KW11a, KW11b, KW11c, KW11d, KW11e, KW11f]. **Discrete** [AS87, Bru82, Sho87, Wei90b, LP06, PL07]. **Discrete-Event** [AS87, Sho87]. **Discriminants** [Cla87c]. **Discussion** [Bry88]. **disk** [Nyb05]. **dispatchable** [ML99]. **Dispatching** [Ano96b, BA98, WB15, Bur01, Och90d, Sri06b]. **displays** [BC95]. **distance** [SBH+98]. **Distributable** [CDM87]. **Distributed** [AA88, AA89, AC85, Ba97, BKL85, Bs91, CM90c, Cle82, Cor83, CKF90, DGCR+84, DGBMC97, DZM87, DB09, Dob90, EJK89, Fuji87, GLV97, Gid96, Har99a, HW88a, HSW87, ILMV83, Jam98a, Jam88, JEC89, KJEC87, KC90, KU84, Kni87, KR88, KVT88a, Mud87, NPT97, Pau87, Ros87d, Sac89, SV99, Taf91a, Vol87, Vol90, WV98, AW01, BTVC99, Br905, Bro03, Con97b, DPB+97, Gan01, Gan03, GH99, GH01, GST+97, GDHM02, GG99, HW88b, IMM85, Jam98b, Jam99, Kam95,}
KVT88b, LT99, Moo97, MKK99, NDP99, PZ97a, PT99, Qui1a, Qui1b, Qui1c, Qui12, RK99, Sot06, TaF1b, TP98, TGH10, TGH13, UKDH97, UZ07, VGD+97, Wd91, Wd97, Wd99, Moo97, TBA98.


DOD-STD-2167
[Buc87, FG86, GG87, Ros86a].


Download [RDP97]. DPS [Cle86]. Dr. [Mor96a, Mor96b]. Draft [Lei99a, Ros86b, Ano10a]. Dragoon [AdB90]. dramoletto [Gre05]. Drawing [BL86]. Drift [Lev15b]. DRIP [MNG16]. drive [Nyb05]. Driven [CHHB90a, CHHB90b, MP85, DA13, HHBC90, Lap04, LRS09, WD93]. drivers [Dor99]. DRLMS [HHDH98]. DROOPI [QP01]. DSA [Gan04, Ker99, Moo97, PQT99, Qui12]. DSL [HSWP12]. DTD [Nyb10a]. DTD-specific [Nyb10a]. Dual [AW89, AW88, Gar09]. due [Nae05]. during [WAG90b]. Dynamic [Ano06c, Cel97, KT87, Lat09, Lef87, MD90, MSM+03, RW99, Ros87b, Tin90, WW01, BW97a, CR05, Nil12b, Och12c, RLC01, Ros87c, TaF13a]. Dynamics [WBS97].


Editor [Bak92, Sch87b, Bri11b, Don90, MC90, Sri06f]. Editorial [Ano09e, Ano10a]. Dividing [Ano00e, Ano00n, Ano00o, Car02, Fis83, Sri06c].

Education [Ano92e, Ber84, McC00, MD88b, Weg82, LC86, Mac86, CC99, Toa96]. education/training [Mac86]. Educational [Rom88].

effect [Dis09]. Effective [Bai10, Bis80, BQ90]. Effectively [FOFY87]. effectiveness [Smi04].

Efficiency [Ard87, BFG85, EPH80, GS85, JA82, Sac89, Duf09b]. Efficient [AB15, Bur85b, KT87, Qui90c, Ros87d, SF82, Con97b, FSS87, Kir12, Rog09d].

Eight [MP89].

Eight-Bit [MP89]. Eighth [ACM91b, Ano97].

Elaboration [Bel82, Web93].

Electron [CA89]. Electronic [EF01].

Elementary [Mat87a, Sal92, Dri91c, Dri91d, ISO91a, Squ91a, Squ91b, Squ91c, Tan91b].

Elements [Coh96]. Elimination [Bro83].

Embedded [Bra82, Chr87a, Col87, Cor83, DH80, DH82, GG16, Glu90, LL98, Mid87, Mye85, PS84, Rog09a, TR87, TCRW88, Wag85, Whe86, Whe87, BC11, Buh85, Chr87b, DPB+97, DD87, DA13, HMC88, LFT12, LCB09, Low99a, McC10, MS11, Mic02, Mos06, Pet10, Pot04, Rog11d, Spi00, SVK+14, WWB99].

Empirical [FOFY87, JF98b, JF98a].

Encapsulation [Mat91]. encoding
End [BMNS85, Bro80, Bun85, GW80, Sim82, TGH13]. end-to-end [TGH13]. Endian [Coh94, Mar99, And05].

Endian-independent [Coh94]. Endian-safe [Mar99]. Endianness [Qui17].

Ends [LW01]. Enforcers [CdN16]. Enforcing [CH04, BW93a]. Engine [Led92]. Engineered [Lat91]. Engineering [Ano92b, Ano99a, Ano99f, Ano00d, Ber83, Har97, Jac13, McC00, MNG16, Mye85, Wai98, Bai10, Boe99, Cha07a, Dav04, Dav05, DA13, Fei14, Glu09, HS98, HCBM98a, Jen09, McC99, Mye85, Wai98, XRL88, AKM91, Ano88a, BMW94, Bux85a, CC98, CSH03, DeL88b, Feli6, FSS87, Gar09, HCW04, HWW8b, ML66, Mat91, RC10a, WD93].

Environments [ACM87b, All87, Bak87a, BKL85, BDF85, BDS81, Fai80, Fan84, Leb82, Obe94, Pys85, Wag85, Ano87, HBTW89, KGW85, PG94]. envy [Woo99]. EPTs [GS02]. Equivalent [SCD92]. ERA [LM94]. ERAM [Sch10a]. Eratosthenes [And88, Col98, Dri89a, Dri89b, Hek89].

Erroneous [Coh88]. Error [Pro15, Kru90, LHFD13]. Errors [DM91, HL85a], essence [McE03]. Europe [Ano00j, Ano02a, Ano06e, Ano94c, Ano99i, Ano99b, NWW82, NW83, NW+84].

European [ACW04]. Evaluate [SC06]. Evaluating [BKW85, CHHB90a]. Event [AS87, Bru82, CHHB90a, CHHB90b, LW02, MP85, SRC15, Sho87, XZ02, HHBC90, KGL98, LP06, PG94, PL07]. Event-based [LW02, XZ02]. Event-Driven [CHHB90a, CHHB90b, MP85, HHBC90].

Events [SPS88, WB15, SoF88]. ever [Mor95a]. Everything [Boo11]. Evolution [Ano93d, HR07, Jan98b, KS01, PV13].

Evolve [BR01, Rom01]. Evolving [Mac80, Rym94, Sch91]. examinations [Lit97]. Example [BK85, CHHB90a, CHHB90b, Col89, Shu87, Whe86, Whe87, CN06, HHBC90, Spi00, Sum87, Car88b].

examples [Led95a]. Except [RS01].

Exception [BS01, BR01, Bau95, HM91, Li82, RdlPZFM01, San01a, WV01, AC03, Och99e, RS01, Rom01, SC01, Taf01a, Var01b].

Exceptions [Kie01, Ler01, MBW01, Qui90d, RK01, Var01c, Woi01, KR01b, PMJPA01, Var01a].

Excerpts [Of88b]. exchange [DB09].

Exclusion [bY93, SG92]. Executable [Har85, EK11, Sei14]. executed [CXY01].

Execution [Ano06a, DCC85, GS10, GS13, Gre16, JEC89, Qui90c, RH10, Vol87, dlPZ03, BHR+11, BW93a, BW70a, BW10c, Buz16, GST+97, Gre13, HR03, LS98, RH07, Sri06a].

Execution-Time [Ano06a, GS10, dlPZ03, BW70a, HR03, Sri06a].

Executions [Maz89b, Tai86].

Executive [Ano94f, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, DZM87, FMS98, Ad93, ABW01, Ear92]. Executors [MMPT16].

Exercise [Hu82, FC91].

Existing [BDD+82, Pys85]. Expedit [Lei99b, Lei00].

Experience [BRW07, Cha00, Dob83, Edg01, FCS83, Gil84, KFS97, KB87, Not80, PDG83, Pys85, RR16, Sch10a, TG09, Buh85, BW07b, CVW03, DR99, Kah98, PW01].

Experiences [Arn86, BTVC99, Bis91, BRF92, Dob93].
Experiment [Maz89a].

Experimental [AID05, BKW85, KK03, LW07, LSR+88, WWB99].

Expert [Dob01a, Wal87].

explicit [CAC+13].

Exploitation [Coh82].

Experting [Taf11].

Export [BT88a, BT88b].

extending [AH01, Cha82, LYB+10, Low99a, MK91, NS85, RH01, BW03, GLZdlP16, Och09a].

Extensible [KW98, WJS+01, SVK+14].

extension [ALB+14, Rui10, Sei91].

Extensions [Ano00w, RRG15, BD91, TMPM14].

extreme [AC04].

FAA [OS12, San01b, San03b, Sch10a].

FAA-qualifiable [San03b].

facilities [BHR+11, BN87, BW92, Els91, Wre92].

Facility [CVW03, MC05].

factorial [Mor95b].

Factory [SC87, Hea08c].

Factors [Con90, WFF+87].

fall [Swa10, O88b].

families [Bur87a].

Fast [Sch87a, KM98].

Fastest [WT89, WT88].

Feasability [HvKPT87].

feather [Dew07a].

Featurer [BW97a].

Features [AKM+91, BHD98, Bro98b, Chr87a, Hou83, SW87, Woom87, Chr87b, PMJPA01, TD03, UPRZ07, Wel99, WW01, Gau95].

February [LC86].

Federal [O’L07].

FIFO [Huf82].

FIFO_Within_Priorities [Ano06d].

Fifth [Ano91c].

figures [Dev17c].

Files [WFF+87].

Filtering [PW97].

final [Ano10a, Gau95].

finalization [Gre99a].

financial [Hai00].

finding [BMT+14].

Fine [PMMT15, PNM15].

Fine-Grained [PMMT15, PNM15].

First [Bur85a, Wol01, Bra85, Sro60c].

First-Class [Wol01].

Fixed [Fro87, AdIP97].

Fixed-point [Fro87].

Fixing [But90c, Taf01b].

Flexibility [LL88, Whi10].

Flexible [Ron85, SB80, BWV03, SLNM04].

Flight [Fri98a, Wai98, BGGS14, Fri98b, ML95a, WBS97].

Floating [Lea87b, Win91].

Floor [ABGH13, BW16b, BW16c].

fly [BD99].

Follies [Ano91b].

Force [Ada88, Gru98, Off88a, Off88b].

Forcing [Pap89].

forget [BW10a].

Form [Car90, Ros89, Ano93a].

Formal [AL00, BHH80, Cle82, GSX99, KMS82, Lar14, LB80, LNR87, SCD92, Win13, Dav05, HB96, HM03, Kn91, LA99, SC92, Ven08, Wha13, Pla86].

formalization [CAC+13].

Format [Nyb10b, Bar01, San89].

Formatted [Whi90].

formattor [Zhu90].

formerly [STF98].

formula [Jac13].

FORTRAN [BH90, PBB+88, Whi81].

FORTRAN-like [Whi81].

Forward [vdL85].

Foundation [ACM91b, Bro89a, San08].

foundational [Sei4].

Fourth [Ano90c].

FrameKit [KM98].

Framework [PDN97, Ano88a, Gan03, KM98, MF04, RR14, RC10b, SRC13a, SLNM04, WB07b, KS06].

frameworks [BV13].

Frank [Kai11d].

Free [CM98, Bos13, Car98].

freedom [AC03].

frequently [Col95a, CR97].

freshman [CC98].

Friendly [Deb83, CC98].

Front [BMNS85, Bun85, GW80, Sim82].

Front-End [GW80].

Full [BA82, CG82, TNGC05].

Fully [dBB99, dBB97a].

fun [MRB06].

Function [Wol84, BA98, Tan91b, Wic86].

functional [Bei92, Shu93].

Functions [KS84, Mat87a].
fungible [Lev11a]. Fusion [WV98]. Future [BDF+85, Bux85a, Bux85b, CMR90, GST+97, Moo96, Boe99, BB02, Dew01, DdlP03, PT99, Tru95, VP03, Wel01, SS94].

FY93 [Ano93i].

gain [LW01]. gains [Lew02]. game [HR07, Lev97a]. Gap [Qui17].

Gain [LW01].

generative [HG14]. generating [BV03, Cha09, LZW03, Nyb10a, LRS09].

Generative [BV03, Cha09, LZW03, Nyb10a, LRS09].

generics [Bra83b, YG80, Moo10, Wor97]. genetic [NS03, SN04]. Georegistration [Swa09a]. Georgia [McC06a]. GKS [HS87]. GKS/Ada [HS87]. GLADE [PW97].

Generics [Bra83b, YG80, Moo10, Wor97]. genetic [NS03, SN04]. Georegistration [Swa09a]. Georgia [McC06a]. GKS [HS87].
HACMS [Fis12]. HAL [Klu87]. HAL/S [Klu87]. Handlers [BA90b, Lev91, RH10]. Handling [Bur87a, BR01, CH89, Gre16, Kru90, Li82, Qui90a, SF82, Wk09, Bw99, BR01, CDA89, Gre16, Kru90, Rom01, SC01, Var99, Gau95]. hands [Buh85]. hands-on [Buh85]. happened [HBTW99]. Hard [McC87a, Wei90a, ABW95, BW94, BR01, CA89, Gre16, Kru90, Li82, Qui90a, SF82, WV01, Bri09d, GS10, GS13, HM91, KGL98, Och90e, RS01, Rom01, Var99, GAu95]. Hardware [MP98, WL98, MMSN09, MMN09, WA02]. Hardware/Software [MP98]. Harmful [Gon91b, Ano99c, Ano99i]. Hartstone [Wei90a]. Hash [Wol84]. HDF [Nyb10b]. headers [Cha09]. Heir [Reb17]. held [Puk88]. helping [Har94c]. Here [Twe85]. heterogeneous [GST+97]. Heuristics [BJ91]. hexapod [TT02]. Hi [KSD12, Kan12b]. Hi-Lite [Gro07]. Hidden [BK87]. Hiding [Cla87b, Pio86]. hierarchical [Bar01, SP07, Nyb10b]. Hierarchy [BCD83, Rog90b, Rog90c]. High [BM97, DB98, EJ16, GS88, FR98, Tok15, WHi95, ABW01, AW01, Bjo13, BDV04, BW13, Cha13, Dew06, DB09, Dob10b, Fis12, Gli99b, Jen09, MCS97, PG94, Rog12a, Rog12b, Ros10, Ros11b, UZ07, Wic98, MSW98a]. high-assurance [Jen09]. High-Integrity [DB98, PR98, ABW01, AW01, BW13, Cha13, Dob10b, Ros11b, UZ07, MSW98a]. High-Performance [EJ16]. high-reliability [Gli99b]. Higher [Ano00w]. Highlights [Col95b]. Highly [SS85, Tuc97, BCHR12]. HILT’12 [San12]. History [Ano00d, BDS81]. holes [Dri89a, Dri89b]. HOLWG [Coh81]. Honeywell [Cle86]. HOOD [MVG99]. horizon [Sot06]. Host [Wil83]. Hotel [STF98]. HP [Mat91]. HP/Telegen2 [Mat91]. HRG [MSW98a]. HRT [MVG99]. Hugues [Rog11d]. HW [LKH16]. HW/SW [LKH16]. Hybrid [ALB+14, MDPK94, Moo97]. Hypercube [CM89]. I/O [Deb83, Mat87b, Rog09d]. IBM [Wil87]. icons [Cra95]. ideas [Rie98]. Identification [Bac84]. identifiers [Bak93b, Sd06d]. idiom [Hea09b, Rog11b]. Idioms [Hi82]. IDL [NDP00, SV99, ZHP06]. IEEE [Moo96]. igloos [Oli94]. Ignition [CVW03, MC05]. II [Bla07, Car88b, DH82, FM99b, KR01a]. III [Duf09d]. Illustrating [LHFD13, Lev15b]. Image [FHN83]. imagery [Swa09a]. iMAX [ZW83]. Immediacy [Bak88]. Impact [Rei87, WBS97, Moo93]. Impacts [Car06b, HMZ00, SW87]. Impediments [Fir87a]. imperative [Lau07]. implement [DPP+09]. Implementation [AdlP01, AB15, BCS89, Bei84, Bel80, BBH80, Bra83b, Bra83, BW07b, CAS+87, DZM87, FHN83, Fal82, Fuj87, HBB8, Hil82, JEC89, Jha90, KU84, KV88a, KV88b, KGL98, Rei87, RDP97, SGS92, SRC15, San00, SP12, SB99, SGW90a, TBA98, Ves89, Wil85, AdlPT97, BE02, Bur99b, Car99a, Cr07, CM90d, GS02, Hos88, Kir12, KM98, KP86b, KP86a, Mah13, MSM+03, MSK05, RSZ96, SN85, Taf11, Wei03, dIPZR+01]. Implementation-Oriented [BBH80]. Implementations [An93f, FRS97, HL86, JA82, BS13, Mic02, SN04, Swa09b, SB11, SB12]. Implemented [GES89, Bos12, GB94]. Implementing [AD82, ABW01, BW94, Che91b, GDAG97, HMRF97, KPP97, KR01b, Lav95, PMJPA01, Pow97, RLDP98, SAH01, UPZ07, WCB16, WT88, WTB9, MF04, Pot04]. implementor [How86]. Implications [Bra83b, McE03]. Implicit [LW02, XZ02]. important [GG16]. improve [Mau07]. improved [ZHP06]. Improvements [BOM97, Rad94, VW13, dIP02]. Improving
ISO/IEC

Issues

Iterative

Java

Javaing

Languages

lead
[Cha82]. Lego [Fag00a]. LEGO(R) [BdlPZ10]. Length [Car89b]. lesson [KW11a, KW11b, KW11c, KW11d, KW11e, KW11f]. Lessons [Buh85, SSJ85, BT14]. let [BW10a, Moy11a, Moy11b]. Letter [Bak92, Don90, Har94a, RH96, Fir86, PR86, Pla86, Sqi86, Tex86]. Letters [MC90]. Level [Ano00w, Bak87b, BOM97, BM97, RTM82, Con03b, Dor99, MMSN09, MNN09, Mah11, Mah12a]. Leveraging [HG14]. Lexical [Had90]. LEXICAL ANALYZER G [Had90]. liaison [Bro96], liberated [Mor95a].

Libraries
- [Dun98, MKP91a, Mor87, HG07, MKP91b]. Library
- [Ano00c, Dau87, MS87, NS85, Sol91a, Bal95c, Bos12, CS91, Con93a, LHBK87, Lea04, PS06, Sol91b, Con97b, Con97d, MF04]. Libre [Jun09]. License [Lei99a, GL89]. Life [BF86, MR83, Mur87, DeW86, Scu12, Lev97a]. Life-Cycle [Mur87].
- [Wag85, Dav04]. Lightweight [FMS98]. like [Dew07a, Khr95, Lei12b, Whi81].

Limitations [CSL87]. Limited
- [Bak91b, Bak93a, Bak93c, Bei92, Duf08b, Duf08a, Duf08c, Duf08a]. Linda [LW97].
- [Fir88, Gic90, dev17a, dev17b, SAH01]. line-based [SAH01]. Linear [Klu87, Ves90a, Ves90b, EKPPR04].

Linearity [Cam92]. Lines
- [Win90, BJRW96]. Linkage [FA82].


Live [MM98, Gre05]. Loader [RDP97]. Loader/Verifier [RDP97]. loading [CR05].

Local [Ano95a, Ano99b, Ano00b, Ano00r, Ano00s, SC392], locating [WW01]. Lock [Bos13, Mal88]. Lock-free [Bos13].

Lockheed [Kle06]. Locking
- [Ano06b, BW13a, Bur01, BW13c]. locks [Rog11b]. logic


MA [ACM80]. MA1 [McC07]. Machine [Bis80, Fle86, GR80, Lah82, Lis12, CDG97]. Machines [Che91b, San00, VNM85].


Management
- [Bra82, GS85, Hal83, KBT84, KT87, MKP91a, PVV85, ACW04, Ano89a, Bak90d, Bak93c, Bar09i, Bri93a, Bri92b, Kle06, Med91, MKP91b, Nil12b, PV99a, Van94].

Manager [Mal88]. Managing
- [Cel97, HR03, Sch87b, Bri11c]. Mandate [Har97]. maneuvering [EF01].

Manifestation [Cri01]. manifested [Med91].

Manipulations
- [CGLM85, DGLM85]. Manual [Fag00b, Ber86b]. many
- [DFGZ09, MMP13a, PMM13a]. many-core [MMP13a, PMM13a]. MAP [SC87].

Mapping [NDP00, TCRW88, SU91, VE92]. mappings [GG87]. Marching [SS94].

market [Gil99a]. Marketplace [Moo94].

markets [Ha10]. Marsaglia [HB88].

MaRTE [RTH15]. Martin [Kle06].

Massachusetts [ACM87a]. Master
Matching [MF91], material [Wic82], math [CS91], Mathematics [Reh87, Mau07], Matrix [FCS83, Hek83, Ker92b, Ker93a, Ker93b, Hod91a, Hod91b, Ker86, Ker88a, Ker88b, Ker89, Ker90a, Ker92a, Ker94a, Ker94b, Ker95, Ker96a, Ker96b, Ker97], Matrixr [Ker90b], mature [Sch09], maturity [Mog91], May [Bar87, BH14], mbeddr [SVK+14], McCormick [Rog11d], meaning [Sei14], Means [Fri87, LL88], Measurable [SSFO86], measure [BC11], Measurement [GCM90, PDN97, Roy90a, Wei89], measures [SM92], Measuring [BW93a, Smi04, XZC04], Mechanism [Mun91a, Led95b, VE92], Mechanisms [Atk90, Coh85, Fer97, ML99, Mun91b], Medical [LL98, LHFD13, MWRH13], Meeting [ACM91b, Ano92f, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano95b, Orb85, Puk88, Bar98, Col95b, How86, MFD85, Obe85, Rob97, Ano92k, Ano95m, BCR98], Meetings [An00j, An00i, Ano00k, RH96], Memory [Lef87, TCRW88, Van94, Bar90i, Bri11d, Bri11e, Bri11f, Nil12h, SLNM05, WMM10], mentor [DGLM85, CGLM85], mentor-Ada [DGLM85, CGLM85], MERCURY [MK91], Message [Bro99, Bro00a, Bro00b, Bro00c, Bro00d, Bro01, Col01, Col02, Har49b, Hos89, PDV98], Meta [PS06], METAH [Lew02], metamodel [PdIPH+07], metamodel-based [PdIPH+07], metaphysician [Too91], Method [Car89a, GS88, LP80, SF82, Wei90b, Car88a, Car88b, SU91], Methodologies [Wag85], Methodology [Bur85a, Har85, Kie89, Lad89, Lat91, MSV85, Pri82, RG90, Roy90a, SS87, SHR82, de 87, JR10, Ker88b, Kle89, Pul95], Methods [Boy87, Bry88, Che91a, AW91, Dav05, GSX99, Pha86, Sol91b, Win13], Metrics [BW91, Pri96, Pri01], MF1 [Cha07b], MHP [XY01], microcontroller [RC10a], Microprocessor [DH80, DH82], Microsoft [Bal14, Bot99b, BM97], Middle [Bro80, Gra83], Middle-End [Bro80], middleware [BPP06, QKP01, TG09], migrate [Mos06], Migration [MP98], MIL [RM88, Roa88, Roa89], MIL-STD-1750A [RM88, Roa88, Roa89], Military [Ada88, AB98, Off88a, Fis12, Off88b, Off88c], Mindstorms [BDLPZ10, Fag00a], Minicomputer [FHN83], Minicomputer-Network [FHN83], Minimal [Wil83, DRF97], Minimizing [GS88], Minutes [How86, Pau86, Rob97], mispredictions [Lat09], missile [LW07, Spi00], missing [PMJPA01, Pio86, WBo7c], Mission [Fra87a], Mission-Critical [Fra87a], Missions [WCB16], Mixing [Fir88, Ves89], mixins [Sei92], MAMA1M [Car88a, Car88b, Car89a], MO [ACM97], mod [Duf09c], Mode [Bak93a, BQ90, AdiP01, SRC13a], Model [ACM89, AB87, BW90d, Cle82, Jam98a, Lap04, LWF91, LKH16, LB80, Mac84, SYW85, TRT16, TTM16, AP11, Ano89c, BW90b, BW99, Cha13, Doh03, DA13, Fei14, Gan04, Jam98b, LHK87, LW01, LZL03, LA99, McC99, Moo97, MMP13b, NKP99, New95, Pen91, RR14, RH01, RT09, TGH10, TGH13, Tnn99, Wha13, CN96], Model-Based [TRT16, Fei14, Wha13], Modeled [Klu87, LKH16], Modeling [GDHM02, NDP97, NDP00, San05, ALB+14, BMT+14, DRH89, GSX99, Gh09, LHF13, Mah11, Mah12a, NDM98, San12, Sei14, SP07, WV02, Wha13], Modelling [Mur90], Models [AL00, FD16, Men87, BW97b, Buz16, CH04, GBC+14, HIG4], modern [HEUV99], modernization [Nil12a], modes [RC10b], Modular [BCD83], Module [Gro86, SB99, San01b], Modules [Wau87], modulo [Bjo13], Monitor [EHP80, SN94], Monitoring [BGK+82, BCG+84, GLH82, BW93a, DCC85, …]
Object-Based [Kru90, Wal91].

Object-Oriented [Atk90, BHD98, Boy87, Bro97, Car00, Col89, KF98, Lad89, SS87, Shu91, Tem84, WBS97, Yu97, Bak91a, Fir91a, Moc97, NMT92, NM92, Sei91, Sei92, Wdp97, AW91, AdB90, Car94, Fir91b, Lit97, NDM98, NDP99, Pri96, Pri01, RDS98, Ros11b, SS91, Shu93, WJS+02, dB97b].

ObjectAda [BE02].

Objects [Cel97, Cla87a, KPP97, LXY98, Ros87b, San00, Wei90b, Wei01, Yeh82, dB99, BD91, CM94, GSX99, LKN97, Qui11b, Ros87c, WJS+02, dB97a]. OBOSS [VC01].

Observations [Mat87b]. October [ACM82].

October [ACM82]. officer [EF01]. officers [Whi85].

Ohio [LC86]. OK [Bar95]. OLE [Bre97].

Omega [LW01]. OMG [Cla97]. Omni [STF98]. OMS [LM94]. On-board [AB98, ML95a]. one [Bar14, WGA90b]. only [Ker96b, Ker97, Ker98, Sei99].

onlywhen [VE92]. onto [MRB06, TCRW88, WD93].

OO [Car06a, LM94]. OO-ERA-RDBMS-OMS [LM94]. OOD [Bro91, Fir90, WD93]. OOP [Car97, WB07c]. Open [Gar09, Tok16, KRO1a, KRO1b, MMB+03, RdlP13, dBPR+01]. Opening [Bak90b].

Operating [Fuj87, Nyb87, RH07, Whis82, ZW83, Mic07, RC10b]. Operational [AD82, Li82, CVW03]. operations [Hea08d, Hod91a, Hod91b]. Operator [SF82]. Opportunity [Mun96, Nyb07].

Optimal [AR95, Tro06]. Optimization [Bur92, CM90b, KUP+83, OB97].

Optimizations [Dav82]. optimize [BC11].

Optimized [MF91, Tuc97, LZL03].

Optimizer [TTRH85]. Optimizing [BD99, EH13, RR90, SB05, ZHP06].

Options [AKM+91, DD87]. oracles [HB96].

Oranges [Fir88]. Orbix [Cla97]. Orca [Bal95a]. Orchestrating [MC05]. Order

Ordering [SGW90b].

organisms [Lav95]. Organization [Kam83].

organized [Bow92]. Organizing [Fuj87, Gan04]. Orientation [WV01, MT01, MH09, Var01b]. Oriented [Ano92j, Atk90, BHD98, BBH80, Boo82, Boy87, Bro97, Car00, Col89, FMC90, GA90, Hau00, KF98, Lad89, Mur87, Sch87b, SS87, Shu91, Tem84, WBS97, Yu97, AW91, AdB90, Car94, Fir91b, Lit97, NDM98, NDP99, Pri96, Pri01, RDS98, Ros11b, SS91, Shu93, WJS+02, dB97b].

Origins [Woo87]. orthogonality [WT03].

OSF [Mat91]. OSF/Motif [Mat91]. Other [Cro90, BA07, LLL03, Squ91c, TP09, Ton99, Wel99]. our [BBP12]. outermost [And05]. outline [Ano10b]. Output [Sla95, Whi81, KP86b, KP86a].

Outstanding [BW90c, PK97, BW90a].

Overhead [BN87, Pan93]. Overload [MF91, Duf09e]. Overloading [PWDD80, SF82].

Overview [Ano90a, Ano90b, BK85, BKW85, CG88, Doh01a, Moc98, Rdu83, VBF89, Com90, LN91, Lop99, Nil12b, PZ97a, PZ97b, Ryl94, San12].

PACEMAKER [Lar14]. Package [Bak87b, Bar85b, Bru82, Fro15, Gen91, GA90, Had90, Khu87, Mat87a, Piy84, Reh87, Sal92, SCD92, Dri91a, Dri91b, Dri91d, Dri91e, HD85, ISO91a, ISO91b, Mac96, PG94, Rog09b, Rog09c, SC92, Squ91a, Squ91b, Tan91b].

Packages [Fis84b, HNS98, Lla92, LP80, Mac84, Ros86c, SN88a, vHLKBO85, Hod91a, Hod91b, Sla95, Squ91c, SN88b, XCZ04].


Paper [Als83, Mic01, Ta90a, Wek90].

Papers [Ano92b, Ano93b, Ano93o, Ano94c,
Ano99f, LC86]. Paradigm
[BK87, BT88a, BT88b, VGD+97].
Paradigms [BN87, MWM10, Mic13].
Paradox [Ros09]. Paraffin [Moo11].
Parallel [CM90c, Coh82, GCM90, HR07, Jha90, PZ97b, PM16, SS85, TMPM16, Yem82, AP11, KK03, McC07, McC09, McC10, Moo11, PPM13b, Rog11d, RK99, Taf11, Taf13a, Taf13b, TMPM14, WA07, Bur13b].
Parallelism [Moo10, MMP13b, Not80, PMMT15, PMM15].
Parameterization [BYY86, Tra89, Wek90].
Parameterized [SS91].
Parameters [Bak93a, SCD92, Led95a, SC92].
ParaSail [Taf11]. Parser [Car00, Car06a].
parsers [Nyb10a]. Parsing [Nyb10b].
Part [Bri09b, Bri09c, Hir94a, Hir94b, Och12a, Och12b, Bri11d, Bri11e, Bri11f, Bri12b, Bri12c, Bri12e, Bri12a, Car88b, Dew09a, Dew09b, Duf09d, Duf09b, FM09a, FM09b, GG16, Kan12a, KR01a, KP86a, Mau07, Mow11a, Mow11b, Obr12a, Obr12b, Pan12e, Pan12d, Pan12c, Pan12a, Qui11e, Qui12, RR13, Rog06b, Rog09c, Rog12a, Rog12b, WP13, KP86b, Whe86, Whe87, dev17a, dev17b]. partial [BD91].
Participation [Ano93l, Ano93m, Ano94h, Ano02e].
partition [Gzd1P15, GHVVW93].
Partitioned [JEKC89, Mor87, Dob00, ZdlP13].
Partitioning [Tok03, Bis88]. partitions [Do93]. parts [HMC88].
Pascal [BD92, AGG+80, MH98]. Pascal-FC [BD92].
Passed [Bak93a]. Passing [Hos89].
Passive [Pie87, Ros89, LMV93]. patents [Wil91].
Path [Dru82, New99]. Pathfinder [RR14].
Pattern [RDP97, DB09, GSP+11, KB97a]. Patterns [BHD98, San97, HG07, PdlPH+07, Sel99, Var03].
PC [Sny91]. PC-based [Sny91].
PDL [Bon84, Gra83, Ker82, Moc96, SWR82, Yav85]. PDL/Ada [Ker82, SWR82].
Peculiarities [Ben84]. Ada
[BBB97, HS87, Ker82, SWR82, WD93].
AdaJUG [MFD85]. ASISRG
[Col95b, Rob97]. C [Gar09, Mar05]. CASE
[Ker92b, Ker93a, Ker93b, Ker96b, Ker97, Ker92a, Ker94a, Ker94b, Ker95, Ker96a, Ker98]. CASWG [Rob86]. database
[Ros04]. design [San12]. development
[Pul95]. dispatching [Asp01]. distributed
[Gar90]. DSA [Dau01]. ED-12C [Che09].
ED-94C [Che09]. ED109A [Che09]. IEC
[Pl001, Puk88, Tok15]. Java
[Och09d, Och09e, Och09b]. Linux
[ACW04, SRC15]. Mindstorms
[Dev00b, FME01]. Motif [Mat91].
multi-threaded [Taf13b]. NT [BBB98].
OOD [Hir94c]. PC [WD93]. Performance
[BG90]. post [BH14]. postconditions
[Dew09c]. SC24 [Puk88]. SD [Bro91]. SEE
[BMW94]. SEI [Rob86]. server [Qui11a].
SIGAda [Gri95]. Software [MP98].
Summer [ACM91b]. SW [LK16]. Tcl
[Wes97a, Wes97b]. Telegen2 [Mat91]. Tk
[MKK99]. training [Mae86]. Verifier
[RDP97]. VMS [Mal88]. Web [PB98].
WG4 [Puk88]. WSDL [Obr12a, Ob12b].
pennies [Low99b]. Perfect [Wol84].
Performance
[BOM97, BFG85, BH90, CM90a, EJ16, Fra87b, GCM90, Kn90, Pau87, SW87, SM92, Whi97, WHNB91, de 87, AID95, Bur90, GSP+11, KK03, New95, Rog12a, Rog12b, RA91, SC06, Si95].
Periodic [Qui90c, GB94]. persistence [Swa10].
personal [Bar98, Sil98]. Perspective
[SYW95, LRS99, Ol04, Sma09, Win13].
perspective-bridged [LRS90]. PFW
[KS06]. phased [Mog91]. Philosophers
[Age85]. Physical [MGF16, ALB+14]. pilot
[OS12]. Pinching [Low99b]. Pioneering
[Fra87a]. PIWG [Ano93e, Gau90a, Gau90b, PC90, RG90, Roy90a, Squ86]. Place
[Coh86, Wal85b]. Plan [Har97, Con03a].
Planning [MFD85, LS98]. Plans
platform
platforms
Plato
Point
plug
plug-in
Plugging
PM
Pointers
Policies
policing
Policy
polymorphism
pool
Portability
Portable
porting
Position
positioning
POSIX
By97b
Privacy
Private
[Alv87, Bri94, Bur87a, CS87, GS88, LMP90, Lev88, Lev11a, LSR+88, MD90, Nae05, RSC16, AdlPT97, Sri06b, CR07]. PRISM
[We197b]. Privacy [Car96]. Private
[Bak91h, Bak93a, Gar84, Be192, Gon91a].
Problem [Age85, Ano92j, Bel82, BW90c, CM90e, CM90g, Fuj87, SS89, SS97, WKT84, WQ83, bY93, BW90a, WGA90b]. Problems
[Als83, Bak90c, LV78, Paz90, VMMN85, de 88, Bar09a, JR10, LS98, RK99, RSZ96].
procedure [GH99, GG99]. Procedures
[Off87]. Proceedings [ACM82, ACM91a, ACM91b, ACM97, Ano93a, Ano02d, STF98, BHL+93, ACM80, Bar87, Obe94].
Process
[Bar87, Fa10, Bw14].
products-updates [Ker98]. Profession
[Ber86a]. Profile [DB98, GZdlP15, RRG15, AdlP01, BB02, Bur13a, BW89, BQ90, BW07a, Coh82, Col89, DF84, DeL88a, DGBMCG97, DoD82, FG82, GD00, GBCGDBC97, Hai00, HMZ00, HG07, HL86, Hou83, HS87, Jha90, KF98, Lei12b, Lin82, Lin83, NS85, RS91, Alas13, DGLM85, Edg01, Gar09, HS98, KSD12, KK03, LSP01, LT99, Plo92, Sch10a, SC04a, SB05, WBCS13, Gri95].
Profile
[VR16, BBV97]. Program
[Als83, Ano02a, BYY86, Bon84, CGLM85, Fri87, Gor83, KF98, Lei12b, Lin82, Lin83, NS85, RS91, Alas13, DGLM85, Edg01, Gar09, HS98, KSD12, KK03, LSP01, LT99, Plo92, Sch10a, SC04a, SB05, WBCS13, Gri95].
Programmed [Bur85b, Fa10].
programmer [Ker99]. programmers
MK91]. Programming
[ACM80, Alv87, Ano00d, Bak91b, Bru17, BW89, BQ90, BW07a, Coh82, Col89, DF84, DeL88a, DGBMCG97, DoD87a, Dru82, FG82, GD00, GBCGDBC97, Hai00, HMZ00, HG07, HL86, Hou83, HS87, Jha90, KFS97, Leb82, Lis12, MB91, Mic13, Mic16, NMT92, PDG83,
PVF01, Rog09e, Rou85, Sac89, Sch87a, SHR82, SCD+85, Ste12, Tok15, Wau83, WBCS13, Whi97, XRL+88, AP11, AC04, Ano10b, Bag98, Bak91a, Bar09g, BMT+14, BGGS14, Buh85, BKW+01, CC98, Car94, DeL88b, Els91, FNS+85, Gol93, HCW04, Joh93, MNP13a, NKN93, NM92, Och09f, Pan12c, Pan12d, Pan12e, Pan12a, PC05, Rog12a, Rog12b, San03a, Sei91, Sei92, SV99, Taf12, Taf13a, TMPM14, TP09, TT02, Ton99, WdlP97, WJS+02, Wic98, dlPRGB99.

Programs [AG88, Bur87b, CAU88, Col87, Cor83, CDM87, DB98, Fan84, GS85, HvKPT87, JEC89, Kam83, KBL80, LSH98, LBO84, LP80, Men87, Mic16, MP89, NWW82, Pau87, Pyli84, SGJP89, Tai86, Tic82, VMNM85, WGC17, AID05, AD03, BW99, CM90d, Dob01b, Ehr94, EGC13, EKPPR04, GB94, GG87, HM03, Lau07, Lei12a, Mar99, RR14, San89, Taf13b, TNGC05].

Promote [BGK+82, FMG90, KMS82, OP85a, OP85b, Pie85, Plo84, Spu86, Ter87, BF86, Bow92, BTB+10, Fre86a, Mat91, Con97a, Con98, Fal91, Kan12b].

Project-wide [Bow92].

Projects [Bra82, AW91, Gri98, Moo93].

Proof [PD82, Mah13, Mau07].

Propagate [BS01, NDP97, NDP00, NDM98, NDP99, San01a].

proposition [BBB97].

Proposal [Cla87c, KS84, DV01, WJS+01].

proposals [Mic13].

Proposed [Cra95, Dri91a, Dri91b, FG82, Hod91a, ISO91a, ISO91b, Sal92, SQu91a, SQu91b].

Protected [Bak90d, Jam98a, KPP97, Kam91, KW98, Led95a, LXY98, MM98, RCWB02, San00, Wre92, Bos13, BD92, Led95b, LMV93, Nae65, WJS+01, WJS+02].

Protecting [DG97].

Protocol [BW16c, GS88, LSRM12, LG88, ZBW07, ABGH13, BW16b, CR07].

protocols [BW13c, WP13].

Prototype [CSA+87, LRS09, LZL03].

Prototypes [KBT84].

Prototyping [MK83, Vas91].

Proud [Woo99].

Provide [LL88].

Provided [KPP97].

Providing [Whi10].

proving [Lei12b, Taf13b].

PSP [SIL98].

Pthreads [Paz90].

Public [Con97b, Con97d].

publications [Rom86, Rom88].

Publisher [KS06].

purpose [FC91].

purposes [Pag82].

putting [Cha07a].

pyramids [OL94].

Python [Bri12b, Bri12c].

qualifiable [San03b].

Quality [Ano93f, BD91, ACP11a, ACP11b, Med91, Rad94].

Quantitative [Rei87].

Quasar3 [EKPPR04], queries [LSP01].

questions [Col95a, CR97, Mat96].

Quick [Smi84].

Quicksort [Coh82].

Quiz [Reb17, Och11].

R [Roa88].

R1000 [Wil87].

Radar [HDHH98].

radio [LSRM12].

railroading [McC99].

Raleigh [Fis83].

Ramifications [Qui90d].

Random [HB88].

range [ACP11a, ACP11b].

Rapid [KBT84, Vas91, CM98].

Rapporteur [MSW98a, MSW98b].

rate [Cro95, Ear92].

Rational [Ano92k, Wil87].

Rationale [Dri91d, Dri91e, GES89, Hod91b, SQu91b, Wei89, CM90d, Taf97].

RAVEN [BE02].

Ravenscar [BDV04, MMP13b, AdP01, AD03, AWB01, AW01, BE02, Bur99a, Bur99b, BB02, Bur13a, BMW13, DB98, DR99, Dob00, Doh01b, DdlP03, GZdlP15, GLZdlP16, Gre13, LA99, MMB+03, MPV10, Mic01, Mic02, PV13, PV02, RRG15, RdlPZFM01, Rui10, Sqi06d, TGH13, UZ07, VC01, Var03, Wel01, DdlP02, dPZR+01, dPZ03].

RDBMS [LM94, Vok92].

Re [BT88a, BT88b, Qui90d, Rob92, SC04b, LRS09].

re-ADA [LS09].

Re-engineering [SC04b].

Re-Export [BT88a, BT88b].

Re-introducing [Qui90d].

Re-usable
[Rob92]. **Reaction** [Cra97]. **Reactive** [Che91b, WCS13]. **readability** [Car97]. **reader** [Plo98]. **Readers** [Lev01a, SS89].

**Readers-Writers** [SS89]. **Real** [All87, Alv87, Ano88b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano91c, Ano93h, Ano93k, Ano97, Ano00i, Ano92d, Ard87, Bak87a, BM85, Bar87, BA90a, BdlPZ10, Bri94, BD01, BW90a, BW15, Chr87a, CSL+87, DB98, Fan84, Fri87, Goo90, HSW87, Mac80, McC87a, MMP13a, MMPT16, Nil12a, Pau87, PS84, PMMT15, PR90, San03a, SW87, Ta91a, We90a, We90b, Wic82, de 87, dIPRGB99, AH01, ABW95, Ad93, AdlPT97, BTVC99, BCF94, Bos13, Bri92a, Bri92b, Bro88, BHR02, BH02, Buh85, BKW+94, BW92, BW93b, BW94, CS91, Chr87b, Col99b, DB98, GDAG97, GdlP02, GDHM02, HMRF97, Har99a, HP01, HMC88, LN91, LSRM12, LG88, LVM90, LT99, Mac86, MMB+03, Mc99, McC07, McC09, McC10, MS11, Moo97, MKK99]. **real** [MP91, New95, New99, Pan12c, Pan12d, Pan12e, Pan12a, Pet10, PV98, PV99b, PV99a, PV02, Pot04, RH01, Rog09a, Rog11d, Rui13, Sel99, SLNM04, Sin07, Ta91b, TGH10, UKDH97, UPZR07, VGD+97, WD93, WdlP97, We90, WB07b, Whi10, Wre92, ZEdlP13, ZdlP13, Ano93b, ACWB89, Bar88, BKWS88, Bur87b, BW87, BW90c, Col87, Dob01a, Dom87, GB87, LD78, Mea87, Rog09e, VMNMS85, de 87]. **Reality** [Cra82a].

**realized** [Lew02]. **really** [Mor95a].

**Real-Time** [All87, Alv87, Ano88b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano91c, Ano93k, Ano97, Ano00i, Ard87, Bak87a, BM85, Bar87, BA90a, BdlPZ10, Bri94, BD01, BW90a, BW15, Chr87a, CSL+87, DB98, HSW87, Mac80, McC87a, MR10, Pau87, PMMT15, PR90, SW87, Ta91a, We90a, de 87, BdlPZ10, BD01, BW90a, Goo90, MMP13a, MMPT16, Nil12a, San03a, We90, dIPRGB99, AH01, ABW95, Ad93, AdlPT97, BTVC99, Bos13, Bri92a, Bri92b, Bro88, BHR02, BH02, Buh85, BKW+94, BW92, BW93b, BW94, CS91, Chr87b, Col99b, DV01, Ear92, Fer97, GH01, GB87, GDAG97, GdlP02, GDHM02, HMRF97, Har99a, HP01, HMC88, LN91, LSRM12, LG88, LVM90, LT99, McC99, McC07, McC09, McC10, MS11, Moo97, MKK99, MP91, New95, New99, Pan12c, Pan12d, Pan12e, Pet10, PV98, PV99b, PV99a]. **real-time** [PV02, Pot04, RC10b, RH01, Rog09a, Rog11d, Rui13, SRC13a, Sel99, Ta91b, TGH10, UKDH97, UPZR07, VGD+97, WD93, WdlP97, We90, WB07b, Whi10, Wre92, ZEdlP13, ZdlP13, Ano93b, ACWB89, Bar88, BKWS88, Bur87b, BW87, BW90c, Col87, Dob01a, Dom87, GB87, LD78, Mea87, Rog09e, VMNMS85, de 87]. **Reality** [Cra82a].


**Recommendations** [CMR90, Ano89a, Cra97, Ta97].

**recommended** [ML91]. **Reconsidered** [Lev91, Pau93]. **record** [And05, Coh94, Mar99]. **records** [Bak90d, Kam91, LMV93]. **recovery** [Nyb05]. **Recreation** [Mor95b, Moo11].

**Reddo** [DA13]. **Redefinition** [Rob92].

**Redistribution** [Jam99]. **Reducing** [HEUV99, Maz89b]. **Reduction** [TMPM16].

**redundancy** [Due97]. **redundant** [Gar09, Sri06d]. **Reengineering** [BHD98, Fa01]. **Refactoring** [PS06, And04]. **Reference** [Bak93a, Fag00b, Smi84, Ber86b, Bri12d, Bri12e, Bri12a, Pen91]. **references** [Bri12a].

**Refinement** [HCBM98b, KPPÉR06].

**Reflections** [BDS1, Var03]. **register** [Mah11, Mah12a]. **rehabilitated** [Bak91a].

**Rehost** [WD93]. **rehosting** [Cle86].

**Reimplementing** [VGD+97]. **Related**

Reliability [KPP97, LBO84, Sac89, Gil99b, Ros10]. Reliable [Ano99i, BC11, BKW+01, BWM13, Sch09].

religion [Sy95]. remote [GH99, GG99, WGA90b]. Rendezvous [EHP80, Gil92a, Gil92b, Gil92c, Gil93a, Gil93b, Gil93d, Gil94a, Gil94b, JA82, MM98, PD82, RB85, LVM90, LW97, SM92].

Replacement [Tin90]. Replacing [LMV93]. Replaying [NPT97]. Replica [PV99a]. replicAda [DGBMCG97]. replication [Wol99]. Report [Ano92g, Ano92h, Ano92j, Ano93a, Ano93e, Ano93g, Ano93i, Ano99i, Bar85a, Bel80, BWV03, BV03, Fis83, GHV03, GMO92, H-KPT87, Mc06b, Maa85, Mun91b, Off88c, Puk88, RC01, Tass88, WV02, Bar98, Boy86, Bro88, Bro96, Edg01, G802, KG805, Kam98, MSM+03, Off88b, PW01, Sch10a, Sch10b, Sol91b, BCR98, Off88a].

Reporting [Gau90b, GR90, DR99]. Reports [Tok15]. Repositories [Ano92]. repository [Gic91]. Representation [HLRS80, Nyb87, Sol91a, Taf82, Coh94, Dew09a, Dew09b, Mar99, Sol91b].

Reproducing [Lom83, Lav95]. request [Mah12b]. Requests [Bur87a, Gau95]. requeue [VE92, WB07c]. requirement [Bur13b]. Requirements [BA90a, BYY86, FMG90, GG16, MNG16, Wei90a, Wei90b, Bai00, Car99a, Fir91a, Shu93, SLN05].

Research [Ano00d, Sch87a, WV98, Bal14].

Reselect [LCN91]. Reserved [Tro06, Wol84]. Resolute [GBC+14].

Resolution [Bel80, FG86, Lev01a, MF91, PC90, Duf09e, PG94]. Resource [KPP97, San97, WK84, Bak93c, LWB13, LCB09, WP13]. resources [Lev11a].

Response [Ada88, Bak92, Che91b, Mah12b, Off88a, Zdl02]. Responses [Ree88]. restated [LRS09]. Restricted [BW97b, SB99]. restriction [Sri06]. restrictions [UZ07]. restructuring [BR94].

result [BA98]. Results [Gau90a, Gau90b, GR90, PG91, Roy90b, IW07]. Retargeting [Cle86]. Rethinking [Rym98].

retrospective [Sch09]. Reusability [JLM+85, PDN97, Fav91, KB97].


Reuse [BBB97, Lat91, MDPK94, Moo94, SS94, Ad90, BBB98, Bow92, Con97b, FC91, Hir94a, Hir94b, PB98, RH91, So91b, Wad92, Yu98, BBB97, PB98, Ano92a, Con98].

ReUSE/Ada [BBB97]. ReUse/Web [PB98]. ReUse_System [Gic91]. reversal [And05]. reverse [Wei97b].

Review [Led92, Orb85, Rog97, Rog09e, Rog11d, DeW86, Obe85]. Reviews [Har97].

Revising [Gre16]. Revision [Bru17, Ano10b, FG86]. revisited [Hek89].

Revisiting [BP13]. Right [McC00, WB10b].

rise [Swa10]. Risk [DM91]. road [MS04].

Roberts [KM81]. robin [Sri06b]. robot [GDAG97, HMRF97]. robotics [FME01, Men09]. Robots [Cra98, Men09, MLA].

robotics [FDAG97, HMRF97]. robots [FME01, Men09].

Robots [Cra98, Men09, MLA]. robust [Kir12].

Role [Boy89, PS84, LT99]. ROLM [Ell83].
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